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 .Let R, m be a d-dimensional Noetherian local domain. Suppose M is a finitely
generated torsion-free R-module and suppose F is a free R-module containing M.
w  .In analogy with a result of Ratliff and Rush Indiana Uni¨ . Math. J. 27 1978 ,
x929]934 concerning ideals, we define and prove existence and uniqueness of the
Ratliff]Rush closure of M in F. We also discuss properties of Ratliff]Rush closure.
In addition to the preceding assumptions, suppose FrM has finite length as an
R-module. Then we define the Buchsbaum]Rim polynomial of M in F. In analogy
w  . xwith the work of K. Shah Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 327 1991 , 373]384 , we define
coefficient modules of M in F. Under the assumption that R is quasi-unmixed, we
prove existence and uniqueness of coefficient modules of M in F. Q 1998 Aca-
demic Press
Key Words: Ratliff]Rush closure; Hilbert polynomial; coefficient ideal; integral
closure; reduction of an ideal; reduction of a module; torsion-free symmetric
algebra; Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let R be a Noetherian ring and let I be an ideal of R. If I contains a
Äw xregular element, then it is shown in 17, Theorem 2.1 that I s
`  kq1 k .D I : I is the unique largest ideal of R having the same highks1
n Än Äpowers as I, i.e., I s I for all large n. The ideal I is called the
Ratliff]Rush closure of I.
In the first part of this paper, we introduce a concept analogous to this
for certain finitely generated torsion-free modules M over a Noetherian
integral domain R. Let F be a free R-module containing M. If the free
R .R-module F is of rank r, then the symmetric algebra Sym F of F is a
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 . R .polynomial ring in r variables over R. We let S F s Sym F s
w xR T , . . . , T . Suppose M is generated by b , . . . , b g F, where1 r 1 t
bi1
..b s .i . 0bir
Then FrM has a free presentation,
FB
G ª F ª ª 0, 1.1 .
M
where
b b ??? b11 21 i1
. . .. . .B s .. . . 0b b ??? b1 r 2 r t r
 .  . R .Let S M denote the image in S F of the symmetric algebra Sym G
 .  . w xdetermined by the presentation 1.1 . Then S M s R b T, . . . , b T , where1 t
 .  .b T s b T q ??? qb T . Let S F and S M denote the nth homoge-i i1 1 i r r n n
 .  .neous components of S F and S M , respectively. We prove in Theorem
ÄF2.5 that there exists a unique largest submodule M of F having the same
ÄF .  .nth homogeneous component as M, i.e., S M s S M , for all large n.n n
ÄFWe call M the Ratliff]Rush closure of M in F.
We show in Proposition 2.7 that if F and F are free R-modules1 2
ÄF2 ÄF1 ÄF1 ÄF2containing M, then M l F : M and M l F : M . In particular,1 2
ÄF1 ÄF2if F : F are free R-modules containing M, then M s M l F .1 2 1
Moreover, we show in Proposition 4.8 that if the ring R is normal and the
ÄF1 ÄF2free modules F and F have the same ranks as M, then M s M .1 2
In the second part of this paper, we introduce the concepts of coefficient
modules for certain finitely generated torsion-free modules over a local
 .Noetherian integral domain. Suppose R, m is a d-dimensional local
Noetherian ring and suppose I is an m-primary ideal of R. Then associ-
 .ated with I there is a polynomial P n of degree d that gives the length ofI
n  .RrI for all sufficiently large n. This polynomial P n is called the HilbertI
 .polynomial of I. We write P n in terms of binomial coefficients,I
dn q d y 1 n q d y 2P n s e I y e I q ??? q y1 e I . .  .  .  .  .I 0 1 d /  /d d y 1
 .If R is quasi-unmixed or in other terminology formally equidimensional
w xthen Rees proves 15, Theorem 3.2 that the integral closure I of I is the
 .  .unique largest ideal containing I such that e I s e I . Kishor Shah0 0
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w x  . < <proves in 18, Theorem 1 that if R, m is quasi-unmixed and Rrm s `,
then for each k, 0 F k F d, there is a unique largest ideal I containing Ik
 .  .such that e I s e I for i s 0, . . . , k. In particular, if the ideal Ii i k
Äcontains a regular element, then I is the Ratliff]Rush closure I of I.d
These ideals I are called the coefficient ideals associated to I or thek
coefficient ideals of I.
Let M be a finitely generated torsion-free module over a local Noethe-
 .rian integral domain R, m and assume F is a free R-module containing
M such that FrM has finite length as an R-module. We have a free
presentation,
F
G ª F ª ª 0.
M
 . R .  .Let S F denote the symmetric algebra Sym F . Also let S M denote
R .  .the image of the symmetric algebra Sym G in S F . We are interested in
  .  ..  .  .the length l S F rS M where S F and S M denote the nthR n n n n
 .  .homogeneous components of S F and S M , respectively. Buchsbaum
w xand Rim prove in 3, Theorems 3.1]3.4 that there exists a polynomial
 .P n of degree r q d y 1, where d is the dimension of R and r is the rank
  .  ..  .  .of M, such that l S F rS M s P n for all n c 0. We write P n sR n n
F  . F  .P n , and we call P n the Buchsbaum]Rim polynomial of M in F. WeM M
F  .write P n in terms of binomial coefficients,M
n q r q d y 2 n q r q d y 3F FP n s e M y e M .  .  .M 0 1 /  /r q d y 1 r q d y 2
rqdy1 Fq ??? q y1 e M . .  .rqdy1
F .We call e M the ith Buchsbaum]Rim coefficient of M in F and ini
F .particular e M the Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity of M in F.0
 .Assume that the local domain R, m is quasi-unmixed and normal. By
w x w x wresults of Rees]Kirby 16 9, Theorem 4.11 and Kleiman]Thorup 10,
xProposition 6.3 , the integral closure M of M is the unique largest
submodule of F which contains M and has the same Buchsbaum]Rim
multiplicity as M. We prove for each k, 0 F k F d q r y 1, there exists a
F  .  F .unique largest submodule M of F such that e M s e M for 0 F i Fk i i k
k. We call M F the k th coefficient module of M in F. In particular,k
F F FÄM s M and M s M is the Ratliff]Rush closure defined and0 dqry1
studied in the first part of this paper.
We show in Proposition 6.15 that if F and F are free R-modules1 2
 .  . F1containing M with l F rM - ` and l F rM - `, then M l F :R 1 R 2 k 2
M F2 and M F2 l F : M F1. In particular, if F : F , then M F1 s M F2 l F .k k 1 k 1 2 k k 1
Moreover, if the ring R is normal, then we show in Proposition 6.17 that
M F1 s M F2. Finally, we show in Remark 6.18 that if the ring R has depthk k
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at least 2, then there is only one free module, the double dual MUU of M,
containing M and having finite colength over M as an R-module.
2. RATLIFF]RUSH CLOSURE
If an ideal I of a Noetherian ring R contains a regular element, it is
Ä ` kq1 kw x  .known 17, Theorem 2.1 that the Ratliff]Rush closure I s D I : Iks1
Än nis the largest ideal containing I such that I s I for all n c 0. In
analogy, we define a Ratliff]Rush module of a module as follows:
Setting 2.1. Let R be a Noetherian domain of dimension d. Let M be
a finitely generated torsion-free R-module and let F be a free R-module
containing M. Suppose M is generated by b , . . . , b g F, where1 t
bi1
..b s .i . 0bir
Then FrM has a free presentation,
FB
G ª F ª ª 0,
M
where
b b ??? b11 21 t1
. . .. . .B s .. . . 0b b ??? b1 r 2 r t r
 . R .Let S M be the image of the symmetric algebra Sym G in the
R .  .  .symmetric algebra Sym F s S F . It is not difficult to see that S M
 .does not depend on the choice of generators of M. Moreover, S M is the
symmetric algebra of M modulo the ideal of R-torsion elements, hence is
 .independent of the free module F. A concrete realization of S M is
 . w x w xobtained by writing S F s R T , . . . , T s R T , a polynomial ring over R1 r
 . w xwith r variables, and S M s R b T, . . . , b T , where b T s b T q ??? q1 t i i1 1
 .b T , a graded subring of S F generated over R by its degree once piece.i r r
 .  .  .Let S F and S M denote the nth homogeneous components of S Fn n
 .and S M , respectively.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let R be a Noetherian domain. Let M be a finitely
generated torsion-free R-module and let F be a free R-module containing
M. A submodule N of F containing M is called a Ratliff]Rush module of
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 .  .M in F if S M s S N for all large n and N is maximal in F with thisn n
property.
In this section we prove existence and uniqueness of the Ratliff]Rush
 .``closure'' of a module M in F as in 2.2 .
For this purpose and also elsewhere in the paper we introduce an
 .important ideal of the symmetric algebra S F related to M.
 .Notation 2.3. With R, M, and F as in 2.2 , let I denote the ideal ofM
 .  .  . S F generated by S M . With notation as in 2.1 , I s b T, . . . ,1 M 1
.  .b T S F . Notice that the ideal I depends on F.t M
 . i  .PROPOSITION 2.4. With R, M, and F as in 2.2 , we ha¨e I l S F sM i
 .S M for all i G 1.i
 .  . iProof. Let M s b R q ??? qb R. Then I s b T, . . . , b T S F . I is1 t M 1 t M
 .k1  .k t4  .  .generated by b T ??? b T over S F and S M is gener-1 t k q ? ? ? qk si i1 t
ated by the same elements over R. Because every element in I i hasM
i  .degree at least i and R is a domain, every element in I l S F is aM i
 .k1  .k t4linear combination of b T ??? b T with coefficients in R.1 t k q ? ? ? qk si1 t
 .These are exactly the elements in S M .i
Now, we state and prove our main theorem of this section.
 .THEOREM 2.5. With R, M, and F as in 2.2 . There exists a unique
Ratliff]Rush module of M in F.
&
Proof. First, we construct a Ratliff]Rush module of M. Let I sM&
` kq1 k .  .D I : I , the Ratliff]Rush closure of I in S F . Then I isks1 M M M M&
 .  .homogeneous. Suppose I s f T, . . . , f T, g , . . . , g S F , where f g FM 1 s 1 l i&
 .  .  .  .and g g S F for some h G 2. Then I l S F s f T R q f T Rj h j M 1 1 2j
 .q ??? q f T R. Let N be the submodule of F generated by f , . . . , f . Wes 1 s
claim N is the unique Ratliff]Rush module of M. To show this, it suffices
to prove the following:
 .1 M : N : F.
 .  .  .2 S M s S N for all n c 0.n n
 .  .  .3 if M : L : F with S M s S L for all n c 0, then L : N.n n
 .  .  .It is obvious that M : N if and only if S M : S N . Moreover, S M1 1 1& &
 .  .  .  .  .s I l S F , S N s I l S F , and I : I . 1 follows. To prove 2 ,M 1 1 M 1 M M& &n nn .  .observe that S N s I l S F for all n. Because I s I for alln M n M M
 .  .  .  . n nn c 0, we have 2 . For 3 , S M s S L for all n c 0 implies I s In n M L&
for all n c 0. Because I is the unique largest ideal containing I suchm M& & &n n  .  .  .that I s I , I : I . Therefore S L s I l S F : I l S F sM M L M 1 L 1 M 1
 .  .S N . This proves 3 .1
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ÄF .With M as in 2.5 , let M denote the unique Ratliff]Rush module of
Ä ÄFM in F. We write M instead of M in cases where there is no ambiguity
about the free module F.
ÄÄ Ä .COROLLARY 2.6. With M as in 2.5 , M s M.
Ä Ä ÄÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .Proof. Obviously, M : M. Because M : M : F and S M s S Mn nÄÄ Ä Ä .s S M for all n c 0, by the maximality of M, M : M.n
ÄF .In view of 2.6 , we call M the Ratliff]Rush closure of M in F, and if
ÄFM s M, then we say M is Ratliff]Rush closed in F.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let R be a Noetherian integral domain and let M be a
finitely generated torsion-free R module. If F and F are free R-modules1 2
ÄF2containing M and are contained in a larger free R-module F, then M l F1
ÄF1 ÄF1 ÄF2 ÄF1 ÄF2: M and M l F : M . In particular, if F : F , then M s M l2 1 2
F .1
ÄF2 ÄF2 ÄF2 .  .Proof. Because M : M l F : M , S M : S M l F :1 n n 1
ÄF2 ÄF2 ÄF2 .  .  .  .S M for all n. So, S M s S M l F s S M for all large n.n n n 1 n
ÄF2 ÄF1 ÄF2Moreover, M : M l F : F . By the maximality of M , M l F :1 1 1
ÄF1 ÄF1 ÄF2M . Similarly, we have M l F : M .2
ÄF1 ÄF2QUESTION 2.8. Under what conditions are M s M ? i.e., under what
ÄF2 ÄF1conditions are M : F and M : F ?1 2
We answer this question in one case at the end of Section 4.
3. INTEGRAL CLOSURE
First, we review the notions of reductions and integral closures of
w xmodules as developed by Rees in 16 .
Let R be a Noetherian domain with fraction field K and let M be a
finitely generated torsion-free R-module. Let M denote the finite-dimen-K
sional K-vector space M m K. If N is a submodule of M, then N isR K
naturally identified with a subspace of M .K
For any birational overring S of R, let MS denote the S-submodule of
M generated by M.K
DEFINITION 3.1. With the previous notation, an element ¨ g M isK
said to be integral over M if ¨ g MV for every discrete valuation ring V of
K containing R. The integral closure of M is the set of all elements of MK
that are integral over M. Let M denote the integral closure of M. If
M s M, the module M is said to be integrally closed. A submodule N of
M is said to be a reduction of M if M : N.
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w xThe following is a fundamental theorem due to Rees 16 which gives
three different characterizations of when an element is integral over a
module.
 .THEOREM 3.2 Rees . Let R be a Noetherian domain and let M be a
finitely generated torsion-free R-module of rank r. For an element ¨ g M , theK
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .1 The element ¨ is integral o¨er M.
 . K  .  .2 The element ¨ g M s Sym M is integral o¨er S M whereK 1 K
 . R .S M is the image of the symmetric algebra Sym M in the symmetric
R .algebra Sym M under the canonical map.K
 .  .3 Under some isomorphism of E M q ¨R with an ideal I of R, ther
 .  .subideal J corresponding to E M is a reduction of I, where E M is ther r
 .torsion-free exterior power of M and E M q ¨R is the torsion-free exteriorr
power of M q ¨R.
Because M has rank r, M , K r. Suppose F is a free R-submodule ofK
 .  .  .  .M containing M. We have S M : S F : S M . In particular, S FK K
 .  . w x w x  .and S M are polynomial rings. S F s R T , . . . , T s R T and S MK 1 r K
w x w xs K T , . . . , T s K T . If R is normal, i.e., integrally closed in K, then1 r
 .  .S F is integrally closed in S M . Then it is not difficult to see theK
following:
COROLLARY 3.3. Notation as in Theorem 3.2. If R is normal and F is a
free R-submodule of M , then the following conditions are equi¨ alent.K
 .1 ¨ g M is integral o¨er M.K
 .  .  .2 ¨ g F and ¨ T g S F is integral o¨er S M .1
 .Notation 3.4. In order to distinguish F and S F , we use ¨ g F and1
 .¨ T g S F .1
COROLLARY 3.5. If R is normal, the M : F : M .K
This is immediate from Corollary 3.3 directly.
In Section 2, we constructed the Ratliff]Rush closure of a module M by&
 .intersecting the Ratliff]Rush closure I of I with S F . Similarly, weM M 1
can get the integral closure M of M by intersecting the integral closure IM
 .of I with S F .M 1
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let R be a normal domain and let M be a finitely
generated torsion-free R-module and let F be a free R-submodule of M . ThenK
i .  .  .  .I l S F s S M . More generally, I l S F s S M l S R , where .M 1 1 M i i
 .  .S M is the integral closure of the ring S M in S F . .
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 .In the proof of 3.6 we use:
 .LEMMA 3.7. With notation as in 3.6 , I : I : I .M M M
Proof. Because M : M, I : I . let ¨ g M. By Corollary 3.3, ¨ T gM M
 .  .S F is integral over S M . Then there exists1
n ny1¨ T q a ¨ T q ??? qa s 0, .  .1 n
 .with a g S M . Collecting the degree n terms, we can even have a gi i
i .  .S M . Because S M : I , ¨ T g I . This shows I : I .i i M M M M
Now, we are ready to prove Proposition 3.6
Proof of Proposition 3.6. By Lemma 3.7 and Proposition 3.4, we have
 .  .  .  .S M s I l S F : I l S F . Conversely, let ¨ T g I l S F with1 M 1 M 1 M 1
¨ g F. Then we have
n ny1¨ T q a ¨ T q ??? qa s 0, .  .1 n
with a g I i . Because every element in I i has degree at least i, andi M M
i i  .  .because I is homogeneous, we can choose a g I l S F s S M :M i M i i
 .  .S M . Then by Corollary 3.3, ¨ g M. So, ¨ T g S M . Therefore, we have1
i .  .  .I l S F : S M . Using the same trick, we can prove I l S FM 1 1 M i
 .s S M l S F . . i
 .We remark that the proof of 3.6 shows more generally that even
i  .without the normality assumption on R, one has I l S F s S M l .M i
 .S F . We also want to mention that Propositions 2.4 and 3.6 are notedi
w xwithout proof by Katz and Naude in Section 1 of their paper 8 .
By the proofs of Lemma 3.7 and Proposition 3.6, it is easy to see another
connection between M and I .M
COROLLARY 3.8. Let R be a Noetherian integral domain with fraction
field K and let M be a finitely generated torsion-free R-module. Let F be a free
R-submodule of M containing M. Let N be an R-module such that M : NK
: F. Then M is a reduction of N if and only if I is a reduction of I , i.e.,M N
N : M m I : I .N M
 .Property 3.9. Let R, M, and F be as in 3.6 . If f q g g I withM
 .  .  .f g S F and g g S F [ S F [ . . . , then f g I .1 2 3 M
Proof. Because f q g g I , we have an equation of integral depen-M
dence,
n ny1f q g q a f q g q ??? qa s 0, .  .1 n
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i i  .  .with a g I . Because I : S F [ S F [ . . . , the lowest degree ofi M M i iq1
homogeneous elements occurs in the equation is n. Because I i is homo-M
geneous, after collecting degree n homogeneous terms, we have
f n q a f ny1 q ??? qa s 0,1 n
where a is either 0 or homogeneous of degree i and a g I i . Therefore,i i M
f g I .M
 . COROLLARY 3.10. Let R, M, and F be as in 3.6 . Suppose ¨ T q1
4  .g , . . . , ¨ T q g is a set of generators of I , where ¨ T g S F and g g1 s s M i 1 i
 .  .S F [ S F [ . . . . Then M is generated by ¨ , . . . , ¨ .2 3 1 s
Proof. From Property 3.9, we have ¨ g M. On the other hand, ifi
¨ g M, then ¨ T g I : I . By comparing the degree, ¨ T is a linearM M
combination of ¨ T, . . . , ¨ T over R.1 s
4. MORE ABOUT RATLIFF]RUSH CLOSURE
For nonzero ideals I, J in a Noetherian domain, it can happen that
Ä Ä Ä Ä wI : J but I ­ J. But, it is true that if I : J : I, then I : J 4, Proposition
x1.13 . We generalize this result to modules.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let R be a Noetherian integral domain and let M be a
finitely generated torsion-free R-module. Let F be a free R-submodule of M .K
Ä ÄIf N is an R-submodule of F such that M : N : M, then M : N.
Proof. In fact, this can be thought of as a Corollary of the ideal case.
Because M : N : M, by Corollary 3.8, I : I : I . By the ideal case,M N M& & &Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .then we have I : I . Then S M : S N , because S M s I l S FM N 1 1 1 M 1&Ä Ä Ä .  .and S N s I l S F . Therefore, M : N.1 N 1
It is known that M : N : M implies M s N. We can check the similar
property for Ratliff]Rush closures directly from the definition.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let R be a Noetherian domain and let M be a finitely
generated torsion-free R-module. Let F be a free R-module containing M. If N
Ä Ä Äis an R-module such that M : N : M, then M s N.
Another property of integral closures of modules is that the integral
closure of the direct sum of two modules is the direct sum of their integral
closures. In particular, the direct sum of two integrally closed modules is
again integrally closed. For Ratliff]Rush closures, we do have the direct
sum of two Ratliff]Rush closed modules is again Ratliff]Rush closed. It is
interesting, however, that the Ratliff]Rush closure of the direct sum of
two modules may not be the direct sum of their Ratliff]Rush closures.
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ww xx  .EXAMPLE 4.3. Let R s k x, y and let m be the maximal ideal x, y .
 4 3 3 4.  5 2 2 5.  2 .Let I s x , x y, xy , y and let J s x , x y , y . Notice that I : I >
4 4 Ä 4m > I and m is integrally closed, so I s m . Using Macaulay, we have
Ä  . ww xxw xJ s J. Let M s I [ J. Take F s R [ R. Then S F s k x, y T , T and1 2
4 3 3 4 5 2 2 5 Ä Ä .  .I s x T , x yT , xy T , y T , x T , x y T , y T S F . Let N s I [ JM 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
4  2 2 .  .  2 2 . 2 2 .ns m [ J. Then I s I q x y T S F . Notice that x y T x y TN M 1 1 2&
nq1 2 2 2 2 Ä Ä .f I for all n. So, x y T f I . Then x y T f S M . So, N ­ M.M 1 M 1 1
 .But, l NrM s 1, which means there are no proper modules between MR &Ä Ä Äand N. Hence, M s M « N. In other words, I [ J« I [ J.
However, as we show in Corollary 4.5, it is true that the Ratliff]Rush
closure of the direct sum of two modules is contained in the direct sum of
their Ratliff]Rush closures.
THEOREM 4.4. Let R be a Noetherian domain. Let M and N be finitely
generated torsion-free R-modules. Let F and F be free R-modules such that1 2
M : F and N : F . If M and N are both Ratliff]Rush closed, so is M [ N1 2
 .in F [ F .1 2
 . w xProof of Theorem 4.4. First, fix the notations. Let S F s R T and1
 . w x  . w xlet S F s R U . Then S F s R T, U . Let M s b R q ??? qb R and2 1 t
 . w x let N s c R q ??? qc R. Then I s b T, . . . , b T R T , I s c U, . . . ,1 s M 1 t N 1
. w x  . w x c U R U , and I s b T, . . . , b T, c U, . . . , c U R T, U . Let f T q g U,s M[N 1 t 1 s 1 1& &
4  .. . . , f T q g U be a set of generators of I l S F . Then M [ Nsl l M[N 1
f f1 l .  .R q ??? q R. Our goal is to show f g M and g g N for i s 1, . . . , l.g g i i1 l &n n n n .  .Fix an n such that I s I . Because f T q g U g I l S F ,M[N M[N 1 1 M[N n
n
f T q g U .1 1
k1s a b T ??? . k , . . . , k , h , . . . , h 11 t 1 s
k q ??? qk qh q ??? qh sn1 t 1 s
k h ht 1 s= b T c U ??? c U , .  .  .t 1 s
 .nwhere a g R. Plug in U s 0, then we have f T is a lineark , . . . , k , h , . . . , h 11 t 1 s
 .k1  .k t4combination of b T ??? b T over R. Similarly, consider1 t k q ? ? ? qk sn1 t
 .a1  .a l  .a1  .a lthe element f T q g U ??? f T q g U , then every f T ??? f T1 1 l l 1 l
 .k1with a q ??? qa s n is a linear combination of b T ???1 l 1
 .k t4  .n w x b T over R. Hence f T, . . . , f T R T : b T, . . . ,t k q ? ? ? qk sn 1 l 11 t &
n. w xb T R T . On the other hand, because M [ N : M [ N, b T is a lineart i
 4combination of f T q g U for all i s 1, . . . , t. Plug in U s 0, thenj j js1, . . . , l
 4 b T can be written as a linear combination of f T, . . . , f T . So b T, . . . ,i 1 l 1
. w x  . w x  . w xb T R T : f T, . . . , f T R T . Now, we have I s b T, . . . , b T R T :t 1 l M 1 t
 . w x n  .n w x f T, . . . , f T R T and we have I s f T, . . . , f T R T , so f T, . . . ,1 l M 1 l 1& & Ä. w x  .  .f T R T : I . Then f T g I l S F s S M , for all i s 1, . . . , l. Inl M i M 1 1
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Äother words, f g M s M for all i s 1, . . . , l. Similarly, we can showi
g g N for all i s 1, . . . , l.i &ÄNotice that M : M because I : I : I and then apply Corollary 3.8.ÄM M M
COROLLARY 4.5. Let R be Noetherian integral domain with fraction field
K. Let M and N be finitely generated torsion-free R-modules. Let F and F1 2
be free R-modules such that M : F : M s M m K and N : F : N s1 K R 2 K& Ä ÄN m K. Then M [ N: M [ N.R
Ä ÄProof. We have M [ N : M [ N : M [ N s M [ N. By Theorem&& Ä Ä Ä Ä4.1, M [ N: M [ N. Moreover, because M and N are both Ratliff]Rush&
Ä Ä Ä Äclosed, by Theorem 4.4, M [ Ns M [ N.
& Ä ÄRemark 4.6. Even though it can happen that M [ N« M [ N, we
show the following:
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let I be a nonzero ideal of a Noetherian integral
domain R. Then the Ratliff]Rush closure of the direct sum of k copies of I is
Äthe direct sum of k copies of the Ratliff]Rush closure I of I, i.e., if
I s I s ??? s I s I, then1 2 k
&
k k
ÄI s I .[ [i i
is1 is1
Proof. We will prove the case where k s 2. Using the same idea, one
 . w xcan prove the general case. Let F s R [ R. Let S F s R T , U . For
n c 0,
n nny1S I [ I s IT q IT IU q ??? q IU .  .  .  .  .n
s I nT n q I nT ny1U q ??? qI nU n
Än n Än ny1 Än ns I T q I T U q ??? qI U
n nny1Ä Ä Ä Äs IT q IT IU q ??? q IU .  .  .  .
Ä Äs S I [ I . .n
& &Ä Ä Ä ÄThen I [ I : I [ I. By Corollary 4.5, then we have I [ Is I [ I.
Now we are ready to answer Question 2.8 in one case.
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let R be a normal Noetherian domain and let M be a
finitely generated torsion-free R-module. Suppose F and F are free R-sub-1 2
modules of M s M m K containing M and ha¨ing the same ranks as M,K R
ÄF1 ÄF2then M s M .
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Remark 4.9. In general, if K is the fraction field of R and F is a free
R-module containing M and having the same rank as M, then F : M sK
M m K. Because M : F « M : F , and because M and F are bothR K K K K
K-vector spaces of dimension r, M s F . Therefore F : F s M .K K K K
Proof of Proposition 4.8. Because R is normal, by Corollary 3.5, M : F .1
F F2 2Ä ÄBy the paragraph before Corollary 4.5, M : M. Hence M : F . Simi-1
ÄF1 ÄF1 ÄF2larly, M : F . Now, apply Proposition 2.7, we have M s M .2
5. BUCHSBAUM]RIM POLYNOMIAL
In this section, we introduce the polynomial for modules that plays a
role similar to that of the Hilbert polynomial for ideals.
 .The number e I in the Hilbert polynomial of I plays an important0
 .role to relate I and its integral closure I. This number e I is called the0
multiplicity of I. Similarly, there is a Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity for a
module. The following theorem is proved by Buchsbaum and Rim in their
w xpaper 3, Theorems 3.1]3.4 .
 .THEOREM 5.1 Buchsbaum]Rim . Let R be a Noetherian local ring of
dimension d. Let P be an R-module of finite length with a free presentation,
G ª F ª P ª 0.
 . R .Let S G be the image of the symmetric algebra Sym G in the symmetric
R .  .  .  .algebra Sym F s S F . Then S G is a graded subring of S F whose
 .homogeneous components are denoted S G . If P / 0, then the lengthn
 R .  ..  .  .l Sym F rS G is gi¨ en by a polynomial p n of degree rank F q dR n n R
y 1 for n c 0.
Using this result, we define Buchsbaum]Rim polynomials of certain
modules.
 .Setting 5.2. Let R, m be a Noetherian local domain of dimension
d ) 0. Let M be a finitely generated torsion-free R-module of rank r
which is not free. Assume F is a free R-module which contains M and is
 .such that the length of FrM is finite. Assume M « F. Because l FrMR
- `, F : M . Hence F has the same rank as M.K
Suppose M is generated by b , . . . , b g F, where1 t
bi1
..b s .i . 0bir
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Then FrM has a free presentation,
FB
G ª F ª ª 0,
M
where
b b ??? b11 21 t1
. . .. . .B s .. . . 0b b ??? b1 r 2 r t r
 . R .Let S M be the image of the symmetric algebra Sym G in the
R .  .  . w xsymmetric algebra Sym F s S F . We then have S F s R T , . . . , T1 r
w x  .s R T , a polynomial ring in r variables over R and S M s
w x  .R b T, . . . , b T , where b T s b T q ??? qb T , a graded subring of S F1 t i i1 1 i r r
 .generated over R by its degree one piece S M . By Theorem 5.1, there is1
F  .   .  ..a polynomial P n of degree r q d y 1 such that l S F rS M sM R n n
F  . F  .P n for all n c 0. We call this polynomial P n the Buchsbaum]RimM M
polynomial of M in F. This Buchsbaum]Rim polynomial in this context
F  .plays a role similar to that of Hilbert polynomial for ideals. Write P n inM
terms of binomial coefficients,
n q d q r y 2 n q d q r y 3F F FP n s e M y e M .  .  .M 0 1 /  /d q r y 1 d q r y 2
dq ry1 Fq ??? q y1 e M . .  .dq ry1
F .We call these e M the Buchsbaum]Rim coefficients of M in F. Ini
F .particular, we call e M the Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity of M in F.0
Remark 5.3. According to the definition Buchsbaum and Rim gave in
w x  . w3, pp. 213 and 214 , e M is the multiplicity of FrM. Then later in 10, p.0
x  .1 , Kleiman and Thorup fixed F and denoted e M the Buchsbaum]Rim
multiplicity of FrM.
In cases where there is no ambiguity about the free module F, we write
 .  . F  . F .P n and e M instead of P n and e M .M i M i
Remark 5.4. If M s I is an m-primary ideal of R, then the Buchs-
baum]Rim polynomial of M s I is just the Hilbert polynomial of I.
Remark 5.5. In the case where M s F is a free module, we define
F  .P n s 0.M
X  .  .  .X XRemark 5.6. Let M s R [ M. Then P n s P n y P n y 1 .M M M
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X  X X.  .  .Proof. Let F s R [ F. Then l F rM s l FrM - `. Let S FR R
w x  X. w xs R U and let S F s R T , U . Then1
S FX s S R [ F .  .n n
s RT n q RT ny1S F q ??? qRT S F q S F , .  .  .1 1 1 1 ny1 n
and
S M X s S R [ M .  .n n
s RT n q RT ny1S M q ??? qRT S M q S M . .  .  .1 1 1 1 ny1 n
So,
S FX S F S F S F .  .  .  .n 1 ny1 n
l s l q ??? ql q l .XR R R R /  /  /  /S M S M S M S M .  .  .  .n 1 ny1 n
Therefore,
S FX S FX S F .  .  .n ny1 n
l y l s l .X XR R R /  /  /S M S M S M .  .  .n ny1 n
 .  .  .X XHence, we have P n y P n y 1 s P n .M M M
F  .Notice that the Buchsbaum]Rim polynomial P n of M in F is equalM
  .  ..to the length l S F rS M for all n c 0. It is easy to see theR n n
following remark:
 .  .  .Remark 5.7. If M : N : F and l FrM - `, then P n s P n ifR M N
 .  .and only if S M s S N for all n c 0.n n
6. COEFFICIENT MODULES
w xIn this section, in analogy with the work of K. Shah in his paper 18 , we
define coefficient modules of certain modules, then prove their existence
wand uniqueness. Before we do so, we need a result of Kirby and Rees 9,
x wTheorem 4.11 . This is also a result of Kleiman and Thorup 10, Proposi-
xtion 6.3 . A proof of this result which appeals only to basic ideas from the
w xtheory of Hilbert functions is given in Katz's paper 12, Theorem 2.2 .
 .  .THEOREM 6.1 Kirby]Rees, Kleiman]Thorup . Let R, m be a quasi-
unmixed local domain and let F s Rn. Let M : N « F be submodules of F
 .with l FrM - `. Then M is a reduction of N if and only if the Buchs-R
baum]Rim multiplicity of M equals the Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity of N.
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 .COROLLARY 6.2. Let R, m be a quasi-unmixed normal local domain
and let M be a finitely generated torsion-free R-module. Suppose F is a free
 .R-module containing M and such that l FrM - `. Then the integralR
closure M of M is the unique largest submodule of F which contains M and
has the same Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity as M.
 .  .  .Proof. Because M is a reduction of M, e M s e M , where e y0 0 0
denotes the Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity. On the other hand, if M : L :
 .  .F and e M s e L , then L : M by Theorem 6.1.0 0
 .DEFINITION 6.3. Let R, m be a d-dimensional Noetherian local do-
main. Let M be a finitely generated torsion-free R-module of rank r and
suppose F is a free R-module which contains M and is such that
 .l FrM - `. A submodule N of F is called a kth coefficient module ofR
M in F if N is maximal among submodules N of F with the property that
 .  .N contains M and e N s e M for i s 0, . . . , k.i i
 .THEOREM 6.4. Let R, M, and F be as in 6.3 . If R is quasi-unmixed,
then for each k, 0 F k F d q r y 1, there is a unique kth coefficient module
M F of M in F.k
In order to prove this theorem, we need the following three lemmas. We
adopt the convention that the zero polynomial has degree y1.
 .LEMMA 6.5. Let R, m be a d-dimensional Noetherian local domain and
let M be a finitely generated torsion-free R-module of rank r. Suppose F is a
 .free R-module which contains M and is such that l FrM - `. Let M : NR
be proper submodules of F. Fix k with 0 F k F d q r y 1. The following are
equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .1 e M s e N for all i s 0, . . . , k.i i
 .  .2 There exists a polynomial P n in n of degree at most r q d y k y 2
  .  ..  .such that l S N rS M F P n for all n c 0.R n n
Proof. Notice that for n c 0,
S N S F S F .  .  .n n n
l s l y lR R R /  /  /S M S M S N .  .  .n n n
dqry1
i n q d q r y 2 y is y1 e M y e N , .  .  . . i i  /d q r y 1 y i
is0
n q d q r y 2 y i .and the degree of is d q r y 1 y i.d q r y 1 y i
 .LEMMA 6.6. Let R, m be a d-dimensional Noetherian local domain and
let M be a finitely generated torsion-free R-module of rank r. Suppose F is a
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 .free R-module which contains M and is such that l FrM - `. LetR
M : L : N be proper submodules of F. Fix k with 0 F k F d q r y 1. The
following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .1 e M s e N for all i s 0, . . . , k.i i
 .  .  .  .2 e M s e L s e N for all i s 0, . . . , k.i i i
  .  ..   .  ..Proof. Notice that l S L rS M F l S N rS M for all n.R n n R n n
Then use Lemma 6.5.
 .LEMMA 6.7. Let R, m be a d-dimensional local domain and let M be a
finitely generated torsion-free R-module of rank r. Suppose ¨ g M. Then there
 .  .  .is a positi¨ e integer t such that S M q ¨R s S M q ¨R S M for alln t nyt
n G t.1
Proof. Let F be a free R-module containing M. Because ¨ g M,
M : M q ¨R : M. Then I : I : I by Corollary 3.8. Hence I is aM Mq¨ R M M
reduction of I . Then there exists a positive integer t such thatMq¨ R
I tq1 s I t I . This implies I n s I t I ny t for all n G t q 1.Mq¨ R Mq¨ R M Mq¨ R Mq¨ R M
t nyt  .  .  .Notice that I I l S F s S M q ¨R S M because every ho-Mq¨ R M n t nyt
mogeneous element in I t has degree at least t and every ho-Mq¨ R
mogeneous element in I ny t has degree at least n y t. On the otherM
n  .  .  . hand, because I l S F s S M q ¨R , S M q ¨R s S M qMq¨ R n n n t
.  .¨R S M for all n G t q 1. The case n s t is trivial.ny t
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 6.4.
Proof of Theorem 6.4. Fix k with 0 F k F d q r y 1. Consider the set
 .V of all submodules of F containing M with the property that e M si
 .  .e L for i s 0, . . . , k. Because M g V, V is not empty. Because l FrMi R
is finite, V contains a maximal element N. We claim N is the unique
maximal element in V. Let L g V. We want to show L : N. Take any
 .  .¨ g L. Because N g V, M : N, and e M s e N . By Theorem 6.1, we0 0
have M : N : M. So N s M. Similarly, because L g V, L s M. There-
fore N s L and ¨ g N. Hence N : N q ¨R : N. Now, apply Lemma 6.7.
 .  .  .There is a positive integer t such that S N q ¨R s S N q ¨R S Nn t nyt
 .for all n G t. If we show that there is a polynomial P n of degree at most
  .  ..  .r q d y k y 2, such that l S N q ¨R rS N F P n for all n c 0,R n n
 .  .  .then by Lemma 6.5, we have e N q ¨R s e N s e M for 0 F i F k.i i i
Then N q ¨R g V. By the maximality of N, N q ¨R s N. Then ¨ g N.
 .Therefore L : N. Now, we prove the existence of P n . First, notice that
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .S N q ¨R s S N q S N S ¨R q ??? qS ¨R , and S N S Nt t ty1 1 t a b
1  .This lemma follows under no hypothesis on R. Once ¨ g M, then S M q R¨ is a finitely
 .generated S M -module, so the Artin]Rees lemma applies.
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 .  .  .  .  .  .s S N , so S N q ¨R S N s S N q S N S ¨R q ??? qaqb t nyt n ny1 1
 .  .S N S ¨R .ny t t
S N q ¨R .n
lR  /S N .n
S N q ¨R S N .  .t nyts lR  /S N .n
t S N S ¨R q S N .  .  .ny i i nF l R  /S N .nis1
t S N S ¨R q S N .  .  .ny i i nF l R  /S M .nis1
t S N S ¨R q S M S N .  .  .  .ny i i n nF l q l R R /  /S M S M .  .n nis1
t S N S ¨R q S M .  .  .ny i i nF l R  /S M S ¨R q S M .  .  .ny i i nis1
S M S ¨R q S M S N .  .  .  .ny i i n nql q lR R /  /S M S M .  .n n
t S N S M q ¨R S N .  .  .ny i n n
UF l q l q l  . R R R /  /  /S M S M S M .  .  .ny i n nis1
 .  .Notice that, because M : M q ¨R : L and e M s e L for 0 F i F k,i i
 .  .  .applying Lemma 6.6, e M s e M q ¨R s e L for 0 F i F k. More-i i i
 .  .over, e N s e M for 0 F i F k. By Lemma 6.5, each term in the lasti i
U .part of is bounded by a polynomial of degree at most d q r y k y 2
  .  ..for all large n. Therefore, so is l S N q ¨R rS N .R n n
In cases where there is no ambiguity about the free module F, we write
M instead of M F.k k
COROLLARY 6.8. Notation as in Theorem 6.4. We ha¨e the sequence,
ÄM : M s M : M : ??? : M s M l F .dq ry1 dqry2 0
 .  .Proof. By Theorem 6.4, if 0 F k F t F d q r y 1, e M s e M si t i
 .e M for all 0 F i F k. hence by the maximality of M , M : M . Byi k k t k
ÄTheorem 2.5 and Remark 5.7, we have M s M. By Theorem 6.1,dq ry1
M s M l F.0
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COROLLARY 6.9. Notation as in Theorem 6.4. Let N be a submodule of F
 .  .with l FrN - `. Then M : N : M if and only if M : N and e M sR k i
 .e N for 0 F i F k.i
 .  .Proof. Suppose M : N : M . By Theorem 6.4, e M s e M fork i i k
 .  .  .0 F i F k. Then, by Lemma 6.6, e M s e N s e M for 0 F i F k.i i i k
 .  .Conversely, if M : N and e M s e N for 0 F i F k, by the maximalityi i
of M , we have M : N : M .k k
 .COROLLARY 6.10. Notation as in 6.9 . If M : N : M , then N s M .k k k
 .  .Proof. By Corollary 6.9, e M s e N for 0 F i F k. Moreover, byi i
 .  .  .  .Theorem 6.4, e M s e M and e N s e N for 0 F i F k. Then wei i k i i k
 .  .  .  .have e M s e M s e N s e N for 0 F i F k. Because M : N :i k i i i k
 .  .N and e N s e M for 0 F i F k, by the maximality of M , we havek i k i k
 .  .N : M . On the other hand, because N : M and e N s e M fork k k i i k
0 F i F k, by the maximality of N , we have M : N . Hence M s N .k k k k k
 .PROPOSITION 6.11. Notation as in 6.4 . Let N s M [ R. Then N s Mk k
[ R for 0 F k F d q r y 1.
 .Remark 6.12. If f x is a nonzero polynomial of degree d, then
 .  .  .  .g x s f x y f x y 1 has degree d y 1. Conversely, if g x is a polyno-
 .mial of degree d y 1, possibly zero, and if f x is a nonzero polynomial
 .  .  .  .such that g x s f x y f x y 1 , then f x has degree d.
Proof of Proposition 6.11. Let r be the rank of M, then N has rank
r q 1. Fix k with 0 F k F d q r y 1. Let FX s F [ R. Because M [ R s
N : N : FX s F [ R, there is L : F with M : L such that N s Lk k k k k
 .  .  .  .  .  .[ R. Let f n s P n y P n and g n s P n y P n . By RemarkN N M Lk k
 .  .  .  . 5.6, g n s f n y f n y 1 . Moreover, degree of f n is at most d q r q
.  .1 y k y 2 s d q r y k y 1. By Remark 6.12, degree of g n is at most
d q r y k y 2. Then by Lemma 6.5 and Theorem 6.4 L : M . So, N :k k
 .  .  .  .M [ R. On the other hand, let f n s P n y P n and let g nk 1 N M [R 1k
 .  .  .  .  .s P n y P n . Then, by Remark 5.6, g n s f n y f n y 1 . Be-M M 1 1 1k
 .  .cause degree of g n is at most r q d y k y 2, degree of f n is at most1 1
r q d y k y 1. Therefore, by Lemma 6.5 and Theorem 6.4 M [ R : N .k k
Ä ÄRemark 6.13. It is possible that N / M [ R if N s M [ R.
ww xx  4 3 3 4.EXAMPLE 6.14. Let R s k x, y and let I s x , x y, xy , y . Then
Ä 4 3 2 2 3 4 Ä .I s x , x y, x y , xy , y . Consider N s I [ R and L s I [ R. Then
 4 3 3 4 .  2 2 . w xI s x T , x yT , xy T , y T , T and I s I q x y T R T , T . No-N 1 1 1 1 2 L N 1 1 2&
2 2 n nq1 2 2 Ä .tice that x y T T f I for all n, so x y T f I . Therefore, L ­ N.1 2 N 1 N
 .PROPOSITION 6.15. Let R, m be a d-dimensional quasi-unmixed local
domain and let M be a finitely generated torsion-free R-module. Suppose F1
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 .and F are free R-modules containing M with l F rM - ` and2 R 1
 . F1 F2 F2 F1l F rM - `. Then M l F : M and M l F : M . In particular,R 2 k 2 k k 1 k
if F : F , then M F1 s M F2 l F .1 2 k k 1
  F2 .  ..Proof. By Lemma 6.5, l S M rS M is dominated by a polyno-R n k n
F2 F2   F2mial of degree r q d y k y 2. Because M l F : M , l S M lk 1 k R n k
.  ..F rS M is dominated by a polynomial of degree r q d y k y 2. By the1 n
maximality of M F1 in F , M F2 l F : M F1. Similarly, M F1 l F : M F2.k 1 k 1 k k 2 k
QUESTION 6.16. Under what conditions does M F1 s M F2? i.e., M F2 : Fk k k 1
and M F1 : F ?k 2
 .PROPOSITION 6.17. With R, M, F , and F as in 6.15 , if R is normal,1 2
the M F1 s M F2.k k
Proof. Because R is normal, by Corollary 3.5, M : F and M : F .1 2
F F F F2 2 1 1Then M : M s M : F and M : M s M : F . Therefore, byk 0 1 k 0 2
Proposition 6.15, M F1 s M F2.k k
If R has depth at least 2, we show in Remark 6.18 the well-known fact
that there is only one free module, the double dual MUU of M, containing
 .M and having finite colength over M as an R-module, i.e., l FrM - `.R
In this case, F s F and Question 6.16 is then trivial.1 2
 .Remark 6.18. Let R, m be a Noetherian local domain having depth at
least 2 and let M be a finitely generated torsion-free R-module. If F is a
 . UUfree R-module containing M with l FrM - `, then F s M .R
Proof. Notice that M : F « MUU : FUU s F. Consider the exact se-
quence,
F
UU0 ª M ª F ª ª 0.UUM
Because MUU and F are both reflexive, depth MUU G 2 and depth F G 2
w x  UU . w2, Proposition 1.4.1 . Then depth FrM G 2 y 1 s 1 2, Proposition
x  UU .  .  UU .1.2.9 . On the other hand, l FrM F l FrM - `, so F s MR R p p
 UU .  4  UU .if p / m. Therefore Supp FrM : m . However, Ass FrM :
 UU .  UU .  4  UU .Supp FrM , Ass FrM : m . Because depth FrM G 1, m f
 UU .  UU . UUAss FrM . Therefore, Ass FrM s B. Hence FrM s 0, i.e., F s
MUU.
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